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と

(30V DC) (24V DC)

EN61000-6-2 ; EN61000-6-4

(ＭＰＳ－10Ａ シリーズ)

MPS-010A-M001-D

　　　キーを 3秒以上押し続けると

ゼロリセットされます。

大気圧状態 ±3％F.S.以内で行って下さい。

MPS - 10A -     CA

　  出力仕様  Ｎ:ＮＰＮ
 Ｐ:ＰＮＰ

　  入力仕様  無:シンク入力
 Ｓ:ソース入力

MPS - 10A -     CA

デジタルIN 無接点入力1点：0Vまたは24V (1msec以上)

※入力仕様＝デジタルIN

※

OUT1の出力形態を　　　　　キーで変更し、

　　　　　キー同時押しで決定します。

キーを4回押して離し、3秒待ちます。

真空電磁弁の出力形態を　　　　　キーで変更し、

　　　　　キー同時押しで決定します。

破壊電磁弁の出力形態を　　　　　キーで変更し、

　　　　　キー同時押しで決定します。

吸着/破壊指令信号の論理を　　　　　キーで変更し、

　　　　　キー同時押しで決定します。

AWG26,外形3.8ｍｍ収縮チューブ

1000mm
茶：+24V

黒：OUT1

白：吸着/破壊指令入力

青：0V

橙：ANALOG (1-5V)

ハウジング
型式：GHR-05V-S
メーカ：JST
コンタクト
型式：SSHL-002T-P0.2
メーカ：JST

弊社へご連絡ください

定格レンジフル

逆圧フルスケ一ル

圧力値がレンジを越えました

圧力値が逆圧レンジを越えました

負荷をチェックして下さい

大気圧開放状態で行って下さい

システムエラ一

OUT1 過電流

ゼロリセットエラ一

内部故障です

出力電流が125mA以上流れています

ゼロリセットが 3% F.S.以上

Ｈ-ｖを0に設定する場合OFFを選択して下さい。
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(ＭＰＳ－10Ａ Series)

MPS-010A-M001-D

MPS - 10A -     CA
Output type
Ｎ:ＮＰＮ ； Ｐ:ＰＮＰ
Input type
Blank: Sinking input ； S: Sourcing input

※

AWG26, 3.8ｍｍShrink tube

1000mm
Housing
TYPE：GHR-05V-S
Maker：JST
Contact
TYPE：SSHL-002T-P0.2
Maker：JST

Digital Pressure Sensor with Solenoid Valve Control

Instruction Manual

１．Suction mode and timer setting

２．Suction/Blow-off confirmation output(OUT1)setting ４．Zero resetting

５．Security lock setting and resetting

６．Output mode and pressure unit setting

７．Alarm list

８．Names and functions

９．Specifications and model

３．Energy saving mode, monitoring peak value, Suction/Blow-off reach time setting

Press the        key once and wait for 3 seconds after having release it.

：Suction mode 1 (ON by timer; suction maintained by the timer)

Set the time during which to keep the blow-off solenoid valve ON 
in response to the blow-off command signal. It can be set between 
0.00 and 9.99 seconds. Beyond 9.99 seconds, "At" (automatic) is 
displayed. If "At" is set, Blow-off solenoid valve turns off synchronously 
with the activation (ON) of OUT1 at the time of blow-off. 
("bt" is common to all suction modes.)

※ When using the latching type solenoid valve control, please use mode 2 adsorption.
：Suction mode 3 (ON; vacuum solenoid valve kept ON)

：Suction mode 2 (OFF by timer; vacuum solenoid valve OFF
  after expiration of timer)Select suction mode with the 

             key. Press       and       at 
the same time.

Select a desired value for "bt" 
with              the key. Press      
and       at the same time.

Select a desired value for "t1" 
with              the key. Press      
and       at the same time.

Select a desired value for "t2" 
with              the key. Press      
and       at the same time.

「Suction mode」

１．「Blow-off time」ｂt

With this mode set at ON, ten-second absence of key operation, puts out LED 
display and reduces current consumption.
The display can be restored by pressing any key.

１．「Energy saving mode」

In the case of the inability of vacuum to exceed the "P-v" during suction, 
"ALP" is displayed intermittently to warn of decreased vacuum due to
the deterioration of pad or the like. This warning display can be cleared by 
pressing any key. "P-v" can be set within a range of H-v to the lower limit.
With this value set at OFF, peak monitoring is not executed.
If H-v is zero, please set at OFF.

２．「Monitoring peak value」:Ｐ-ｖ

If OUT1 does not become ON within the preset "vt" after the activation (ON) 
of vacuum solenoid valve, "ALv" is display intermittently to warn of decreased 
vacuum.

３．「Suction reach time」:ｖｔ

If OUT1 does not become ON within the preset "dt" after the activation (ON) 
of blow-off solenoid valve, "ALd" is displayed intermittently to warn of 
decreased blow-off pressure.

Both "vt" and "dt" can be set between 0. 00 (OFF) and 9.99 seconds. If they are set at OFF, 
time monitoring is not performed. "ALv" and "ALd" displays are automatically cleared by 
the next Suction/Blow-off command. They can also be cleared by pressing any key.

４．「Blow-off reach time」:ｄｔ

Set the delay time from the activation (ON) of OUT1 to the
deactivation(OFF) of vacuum solenoid valve after vacuum has reached 
the set point during suction.
This can be set between 0.00 to 9.99 seconds.
("t1" can be set when the suction mode is 1 or 2.)

２．「Delay time 1」ｔ１

Set the delay time from the detection of blow-off command signal 
to the activation (ON) of blow-off solenoid valve.
It can be set between 0.00 to 9.99 seconds.
("t2" is common to all suction modes.)

３．「Delay time 2」ｔ２

Suction/Blow-off command signal timing chart

Operation example of suction mode 1 (to maintain suction by timer) Operation example of suction mode 3 (to keep vacuum solenoid valve ON)Operation example of suction mode 2
(to turn off the vacuum solenoid valve after expiration of timer)

Suction is started at the HIGH(supply voltage or open)to LOW (0V) trailing edge of start-up/down 
command signal. Keep the signal at low level during suction operation. Blow-off is carried out at 
the low-to-high leading edge.It is also to reverse logic of a Suction/Blow-off command signal. 
In this case a suction -operation is actuated at a start -up from LOW to HIGH , and a blow-off 
operation at a start-down from HIGH to LOW.

Suction command signal turns on the vacuum solenoid valve to generate vacuum so that 
suction can be started. Once OUT1 becomes ON upon reaching the preset vacuum, the 
solenoid valve turns off after an elapse of "t1." Thereafter, vacuum decreases, causing the 
vacuum solenoid valve to turn on again prior to the deactivation (OFF) of OUT1 to maintain 
the vacuum. (Vacuum solenoid valve subsequently turns on/off repeatedly.)
Blow-off command signal turns off the vacuum solenoid valve first and after an elapse of "t2,
" turns on the blow-off solenoid valve which remains ON during a period of "bt."

Suction command signal turns on the vacuum solenoid valve to generate vacuum
so that suction can be started. Once OUT1 becomes ON upon reaching the
preset vacuum, the vacuum solenoid valve turns off after an elapse of "t1."
Thereafter, vacuum decreases, but the vacuum solenoid valve does not turn
on again even after the deactivation (OFF) of OUT1. Blow-off command
signal turns off the vacuum solenoid valve first and after an elapse of "t2,"
turns on the blow-off solenoid valve which remains ON during a period of "bt."

Suction command signal turns on the vacuum solenoid valve to generate vacuum
so that suction can be started. Upon reaching the preset vacuum,
OUT1 becomes ON. Vacuum solenoid valve remains ON regardless of the status
of OUT1. Blow-off command signal turns off the vacuum solenoid valve first
and after an elapse of "t2," turns on the blow-off solenoid valve which remains
ON during a period of "bt."

Suction/Blow-off
command signal

The last-end digit of a decimal point on LED display lights up during suction indicated by
Suction/Blow-off command signal. Green LED is lit when vacuum solenoid valve is ON.
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Press the        key twice and wait for 3 seconds
after having released it.

Press and hold 　  for more than 3 sec.

Press       and       at the same time

Press the       key four times and wait for 3 seconds after having released it.

※Unlock method: Press       and       at the same time again
    then                  displays and it is unlocked.

※ Zero resetting is possible only with an 
     atmospheric pressure equivalent to ± 3% 
     or less of F.S.

Press the        key three times and wait
for 3 seconds after having released it.

Select the energy saving mode between　
ON and OFF using 　         the key.
Press       and       at the same time.

Select a desired output mode for OUT1 using
             the key. Press       and       at the same time.

Select a desired output mode for vacuum
solenoid valve using             the key.
Press       and       at the same time.
Select a desired output mode for blow-off
solenoid valve using             the key.
Press       and       at the same time.
Select a desired logic of a suction/blow-off
command signal with             the key.
Press       and       at the same time.

Normal open (normally,non-current supplied)
Output mode

Normal close (normally,current supplied)

suction from HIGH to LOW
Suction/Blow-off command signal

suction from LOW to HIGH

OUT1 overcurrent Check the load.

Please return to factory.

Output current
exceeding 125 mA

Internal failure

Zero resetting at
over 3% of F.S.

Release atmospheric
air during zero resetting.Zero reset error

System error

Rated range full

OUT LED (red)

V acuum solenoid
valve LED (green)

Model MPS-10A-     CA
Applicable fluid Air, Noncorrosive gas

-101 ~ 500 kPa
1kPa

Reed switch input one point: 0V or 24V(more than 1msec) 

2.5msec

EN61000-6-2 ； EN61000-6-4
DC 24V, Ripple (Vp-p) 5% or less (※Note 1)

NPN transistor output at 2 points (max. 250 mA)

DC:1～5V (±0.1V)  Output impedance:1kΩ

NPN (30V DC) or PNP (24V DC) open collector output 
at 1 point (max. 125 mA)

Within ± 0.3% of F.S. and ± 1 digit

Pressure range
Display resolution
Repeatability
Response time
Specific output
Analog output
Digital in
Solenoid valve output
Supply voltage
CE certification
※ Note 1: It must be consistent with the solenoid valve drive voltage.

Suction/Blow -off signal display

UP key

Solenoid valve
connector
Power and control
connector

DOWN key

Back pressure full scale
Pressure exceeding the range
Pressure exceeding the back pressure range

Select a desired value for monitoring
peak value "P-v" using              the key.
Press       and       at the same time.

Select a desired value for suction reach
time"vt" using 　        the key.
Press       and       at the same time.

Select a desired value for blow-off reach
time "dt" using 　         the key.
Press       and       at the same time.

H-d

OFF

H-v
h-v

Suction

Blow-off

h-d

Atmospheric
pressure

Suction/Blow-off
confirmation output
(OUT1)

Select a desired value for hysteresis range
"h-v"              the key.

Select a desired value for hysteresis range
"h-d"during blow-off              the key.

Select a desired value for "H-d" at which to
drive on OUT during blow-off using             the key.

Select a desired value for "H-v"             the key.
Press        and        at the same time.

Press        and        at the same time.

Press        and        at the same time.

Press        and        at the same time.
OFF

ONON

Note 1) With "H-d" set at OFF (beyond the upper limit), OUT1 outputs no signal during blow-off.
               If blow-off time "bt" is set at automatic (At), H-d cannot be set at OFF.
Note 2) With "H-d" set at OFF, h-d cannot be set.

(※ Note 1)

(※ Note 2)

Brown： +24V
Black： OUT1
White：Suction/Blow -off output
Orange： Analog (1-5V)
Blue： 0V
 

※Input specification = Digital IN

URL   http://convum.co.jp
E-mail   faq@convum.co.jp
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